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VersionQ: How to use emu8086 with C++ for sound synthesizer? I'm writing a little sound synthesizer in C++ on Windows 7.

All of the APIs I've found so far are for Win32, and they are all just calling the Windows API directly. What I'm looking for is
something along the lines of the Basic, and that's definitely not what I'm going to be using for all of the audio manipulation
that I will be doing. I'd be looking for a cross-platform replacement for the sound APIs provided by the Win32 libraries, such

as: SndPlaySound(int, char const*, char const*) I'd like something that could play at a volume level of my choosing (there's no
volume control for embedded systems), and also support midi commands, so I wouldn't want to use a hardware synthesizer.
Has anyone got a recommendation for a cross-platform C++ audio library? A: As you mentioned, the XMMS source code can

act as a good guide for
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